DOCUMENTATION
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This document provides instructions on how to correctly use our derivatives management web-platform.

VERSION: 5 APRIL 2020

If you are interested in Equity and Forex derivatives products, our web-platform valometrics.com
was made for you.
Using valometrics.com, you can price your transactions, compute the risk profile, manage market
data, and calibrate volatilities etc....
In order to access the web-platform, you only need to create a new account and then activate it.
Data is stored in the platform by groups to help you use new pricing data without being obliged to
erase old ones. For example, you can create several volatility smile groups for a defined instrument
and then switch between them to see the impact of each smile on the price and greeks.
Below is the manual to use valometrics.com but before there is a simple rule with colors:

Blue for Forex, orange for Equities and green for mixed products.

Good reading!
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GENERAL STATIC DATA
After reading this section, you will be able to create, modify or delete static data that are used to
identify your pricing and trades’ parameters.

PORTFOLIOS
Portfolios are defined in order to separate trades into ranges. You can then for example compute
total P&L or daily P&L for each range of trades. In order to create or delete a portfolio, you should
select in the left menu STATIC DATA/PORTFOLIOS.
You will get a similar screen:

You can then create portfolios by entering the portfolio label and description if need be then press
the button “ADD”.
The table in screen contains the list of defined portfolios. The first column allows you to check ones
that you want to delete. So, after checking portfolios to delete, you can press “DELETE” button to
erase them from your database.
Please note that you cannot delete portfolios that are referenced in trades. You should delete trades
in “Bookmark” screen before proceeding.

MARKETS
Markets have a big impact on computations. Actually, changing weekends or defining a new holiday
should be taken into account in computations. Markets are defined by going to: STATIC
DATA/MARKETS. Markets screen is similar to portfolios one:

You can from this screen add markets to your list or delete a subset of markets by checking them
and clicking on “DELETE”.
After that, you can define weekends and holidays for your market by going to: STATIC
DATA/WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS:

The first step is to select your market then click on load. You can then:
•
•

•

Check or uncheck weekend days. (You cannot check more than 6 days).
Add holidays: There are two types of holidays: Every year and One-time holidays. For Every
year holidays, you have to enter DD/MM without specifying the year. For one-time holidays,
the year should be provided by respecting the format: DD/MM/YYYY.
Delete holidays: Holidays can be deleted one by one by entering the number of the row to
delete then clicking on “DELETE”. You can also delete all holidays by clicking on the button
“DELETE ALL”.

After you setup your new markets, please don’t forget to click on “SAVE” to submit changes.

CURRENCIES
Currencies are used for currency pairs’ definition, for P&L Forex fixings and also to define the
currency of trades’ prices. They are defined under: STATIC DATA/CURRENCIES:

In this screen, you can add or delete currencies. Their label should contain less than 3 letters. Please
note that deleting currencies is forbidden if they are used.

P&L FOREX FIXINGS GROUPS
P&L Forex fixings groups are used to compute the total P&L in case your trades’ currencies are
different from your P&L currency Actually, we use the bid/ask forex rates to convert P&L from one
currency to another.
You can create many P&L Fixings groups and test the impact of changing the forex spots without
having to modify the FX rates themselves. You only have to change the P&L Forex Fixings group in
the SETTINGS screen available in the left menu.

You can access to P&L Forex Fixings groups by going to: STATIC DATA/PL FOREX FIXINGS GROUPS.
Their definition screen is similar to portfolios one. So, you can add or delete P&L Forex Fixings
groups just as for portfolios.

ZC RATE CURVES
The purpose of using ZC rate curves is to provide the platform with zero coupon interest rates if
need be. A calibration and interpolation/extrapolation processes are used to compute interest rates
for forward estimation or for discounting purpose.
You can create a new ZC Rate curve under: STATIC DATA/ZC RATE CURVES :

Two important parameters should be provided:
•
•

Market: Rate curve market which is used to compute the time to maturity.
Interpolate: Rates or Discount factors. It allows you to choose if you want to perform
interpolation directly on rates or on discount factors.

EQUITIES STATIC DATA
In this section, we will see inputs that should be created in order to parameter Equity trades.

EQUITIES
Equities are managed in the screen under: STATIC DATA/EQUITIES.

In order to create a new Equity instrument, in addition to the label, the following parameters are
required:
•
•
•

Market: It corresponds to the Equity market.
Currency: The Equity currency.
Settlement Delay: The delay between Buy or Sell date and effective settlement date in open
days (OD). The market definition and the number of open days allows us to compute the
settlement date.

You can change the equity market and the settlement delay for a given equity in the table by clicking
on “SAVE” button available in the same row.

EQUITY PRICES GROUPS
Equity prices groups contains Equity prices for a given list of dates. They can be used for one of the
following purposes:
•

•

To import the Equity price for a given date at a trade level. The price is used then to price
the trade or to compute the P&L. You can of course, insert directly the price in the products
screens but it is simpler to define a prices group then click on import to avoid operational
risk.
To define fixings’ dates and fixings’ values for products that needs fixings (Asian options,
Variance swaps…).

You can define Equity prices groups under: STATIC DATA/ EQUITY PRICES GROUPS.

To create a new equity prices group, you have to select the corresponding equity, then enter the
label and a description.
In the table displayed in the screen, you can see the list of created prices groups. You can then filter
on a given equity to access all the prices groups created for this equity.
The deletion process is similar to screens mentioned before (check groups to delete then press
“DELETE” button).

EQUITY DIVIDENDS GROUPS
You can define several dividend groups for each Equity. Of course, when you set up a dividend group
at the transaction level, it has an impact on the forward and by consequence, on the trade premium.
In order to create a new dividend group, you have to go to: STATIC DATA/EQUITY DIVIDEND
GROUPS.

To create a new equity dividend group, you have to select the corresponding equity, then enter the
label and a description.
In the table provided in the screen, you can see the list of created dividend groups. You can then
filter on a given equity to access all the dividend groups created for this equity.
The deletion process is similar to other screens mentioned before.

EQUITY VOLATILITY SURFACES
In order to price adequately some kinds of derivatives, a volatility surface should be provided. It
contains volatilities for quoted products. A calibration and interpolation/extrapolation processes are
then used to compute needed volatilities.
Valometrics.com allows you to define many volatility surfaces for a given instrument (one volatility
surface per date for example). Please note that you can also create a surface from a set of quoted
European options prices under the calibration screen (details available in the Equity Volatility
Calibration section).
To create a new volatility surface, you should start by adding it in: STATIC DATA/EQUITY VOLATILITY
SURFACES.

You can filter on a given equity to get all volatility surfaces that were created for this one.

FOREX STATIC DATA
In this section, we will see inputs that should be created in order to parameter Forex trades.

CURRENCY PAIRS
The currency pairs are accessible in: STATIC DATA/CURRENCY PAIRS.

The following parameters should be defined for each currency pair:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Currency1/Currency 2: Currency pair.
Fixed Currency/ Floating Currency: Fixed and floating currency are defined for accounting
purpose.
Market: Market used to compute settlement dates.
1 PIP value: As premiums are usually expressed in PIPs, this parameter is needed for Forex
trades.
Swap Factor: Used to compute forwards from swap points.
Settlement Delay: In open days. Used to calculate the settlement date (often set to 0OD for
Forex markets).

The rest is similar to Equities definition screen.

FOREX RATES GROUPS
Forex rates groups contains Forex Bid, Ask, Mid or Other rates for a list of dates. They can be used
for the following purposes:
•

•

To import the Forex rate for a given date at trade level. The rate is then used to evaluate
trades or to compute P&L. You can of course, insert directly FX rate in the products screens
but it is simpler to define a FX rates group then click on “IMPORT” to avoid operational risk.
To define fixing dates and fixing values for products that needs fixings (Asian options,
Variance swaps…).

You can define Forex rates groups under: STATIC DATA/ FOREX RATES GROUPS.

In order to define a Forex rates group, you should select the currency 1/ currency 2 as defined in the
currency pair, then enter a label and a description if need be.
In the table provided in this screen, you can filter on currencies to see all the groups defined for a
given currency or currency pair.
The deletion process is similar to screen described above.

FOREX VOLATILITY SURFACES
In order to price adequately some kinds of derivatives, a volatility should be provided. It contains
volatilities for quoted products. A calibration and interpolation/extrapolation processes are then
used to compute needed volatilities.
Valometrics.com allows you to define many volatility surfaces for a given currency pair (one surface
per date for example). Please note that you can also create a surface from a set of RR/BF or CALL
and PUT prices.
Please note that two kinds of volatility surfaces can be created for Forex type:
•
•

Forex Delta Volatility surfaces.
Forex Raw Volatility surfaces.

To create a new volatility surface, you should start by adding it in: STATIC DATA/EQUITY VOLATILITY
SURFACES.

You can filter on a given currency pair to get all volatility surfaces that were created for this one.

BASKETS STATIC DATA
In order to manage a basket derivatives trade, a basket with its components and weights should be
defined. Then you have to attach all its components’ data in a basket data group. A correlation
matrix also should be defined if need be.

BASKETS
Two steps should be completed in order to define a basket:
•
•

Click on “ADD” after providing a label, market and settlement delay for the basket.
Once its done, you will see your basket added in the left table. Click on “LOAD” in your
basket row. The list of instruments will be displayed in the right table. Check then all the
instruments in your basket with corresponding weights then click on “UPDATE” to submit.

You can filter on instrument type on the right table to ease the selection of instruments. You can
also update the market and settlement delay for your basket (Please don’t forget to click on
“UPDATE” to submit changes).

BASKETS DATA GROUPS
All pricing data for baskets derivatives are defined at basket data groups’ level. You can fill it with
spots, interest rates, dividends for equities components etc…. The creation of a new baskets data
groups is simple. You have to go to STATIC DATA/BASKET DATA GROUPS then select your basket and
input a label. You can create as many groups as you want for a given basket.

CORRELATIONS
Correlation matrix can be defined for a set of instruments. You can then use your correlation matrix
for all baskets that has same set of instruments.
The screen under: STATIC DATA/CORRELATIONS allows you to create correlation matrices and define
the set of corresponding instruments.

After adding a new correlation matrix by entering the label and description. You can click on “LOAD”
to display the list of all Equity and Forex instruments. You have then to select components for this
correlation matrix and click on “UPDATE” to submit.

GENERAL DATA
In this section, we will explain how to configure data that are used for all sorts of derivatives. We will
start by the P&L Forex fixings that are used to convert the P&L from one currency to another then
we will see how to fill correctly a ZC rate curve.

P&L FOREX FIXINGS
Once you created a P&L Forex fixings groups, you can go to: MARKET DATA/ PL FOREX FIXINGS to fill
it.

In order to fill a Forex Fixings group, you have to select it on the top of the screen and click on
“LOAD”.
As you can see in the table shown above, there is a row for each defined currency. The currency
pairs in the first column all starts with the base currency defined at this level (USD in the example
above).
If you change the base currency, the first column will be updated accordingly.
Once you selected the base currency, you have to fill all the bid and ask rates for the currency pairs
displayed in the table. You have two options to fill it:
•
•

Manually one by one.
Import a CSV or TXT file that contains all the bid/ask rates.

Here is the format of the file to import:
Currency pair, bid, ask
For example:
EUR/USD,1.07,1.08
EUR/JPY,117.79,117.79
Please note that the delimiter for all imports is defined in the SETTINGS screen:

Once you have filled all bid/ask rates, click on “SAVE” to submit.

ZC RATE CURVES
When pricing a derivative in Valometrics.com, you can either input directly an interest rate or
choose a rate curve from which a rate is extracted.
In this step, we assume that you already created a ZC rate curve in: STATIC DATA/ZC RATE CURVES.
In order to fill the rate curve, you can go to: ZC RATE CURVES in the left menu.
You will get a screen similar to the one below:

At first, you should load the rate curve by clicking on “LOAD”.
You can then add a number of rows corresponding to the number of pillars you have in your rate
curve. In the example above, I added 3 pillars: 1D, 1W and 1M.
As you can see, you can choose if you want to input rates or discount factors. Please note that only
rates are saved in the database. So, if you choose to enter discount factors, you should click on
compute to generate rates before saving.
You can of course import directly import a CSV or TXT file containing rates or DFs depending on the
setting “INPUT”. The delimiter in your file should be the one chosen in SETTINGS screen.
The format of the file should be the following:
MATURITY DELAY,RATE OR DF
Here is an example:

1D,2.1
2D,2.2
1W,3.1
You can plot your rate curve (rates or DFs) by clicking on “PLOT” Button.

You can delete rows by entering then number of row to delete and click on “DELETE”. If you want to
delete all pillars, the button “DELETE ALL” will do the trick.

EQUITIES DATA
Equities data are separated into two types:
•
•

Market data that are observed in the market. You can get equity prices and dividends
directly from the market.
Volatilities that are calibrated from European options prices.

EQUITY PRICES
As we mentioned In the equity prices groups section, the equity prices screen allows you to define
prices for different dates or to define dates for future fixings (as needed for Asian options for
example).
In this part, we suppose that you already know how to create an Equity prices group under: STATIC
DATA/EQUITY PRICES GROUPS.
In order to fill your equity prices groups with data, you should go to: MARKET DATA/EQUITY PRICES
then select your equity and your prices group then click on “LOAD”:

As you can see in the picture above, there are three columns.
•
•
•

Date: Mandatory to save and use the prices group.
Price: Optional. You can leave it empty for future fixings.
Weight: Optional. Used for some exotic options for which we should apply different weights
on prices depending on dates.

You have then two ways to fill your group with dates:
•
•

Manually after you enter the number of rows to add and click on add.
By importing a CSV or TXT file containing your dates and or prices.

In case you would like to import a file, the format should be the following:
DD/MM/YYYY,PRICE
Here is an example:
10/04/2012,100
11/04/2012,100.5
You can of course plot the prices to detect anomalies in case there is huge number of dates in your
prices group.

You can delete rows by entering then number of row to delete and click on “DELETE”. If you want to
delete all dates, the button “DELETE ALL” will do the trick.

EQUITY DIVIDENDS
Valometrics.com allows you to price Equity derivatives for which the underlying pays discrete or
proportional dividends.
In this part, we assume that you already know how to create an Equity dividends group in STATIC
DATA/EQUITY DIVIDENDS GROUPS.
You can now go to MARKET DATA/EQUITY DIVIDENDS to fill your dividends group with data.
After selecting your equity and your dividends group. Click on “LOAD”.

As you can see in the picture above, there are 5 columns in the table above:
•
•
•
•

•

Ex Div Date: Ex-dividend date - Mandatory for the use of the group in the pricing.
Payment Date: The payment date of the dividend as there can be a delay between the
announcement of the dividend and its payment - Mandatory.
%: Checked for proportional dividends and unchecked for discrete ones - Mandatory.
Dividend: the value of the dividend. It corresponds to the amount of the dividend for
discrete dividends and the percentage of the equity price for proportional (1 means 1%) –
Mandatory.
Weight: the weight of the dividend. It is used for payoffs that applies weights on dividends –
Optional.

You have then two ways to fill your dividends group:
•

Manually after you enter the number of rows to add and click on add.

•

By importing a CSV or TXT file containing all needed information.

In case you would like to import a file, the format should be the following:
EX DIV DATE,PAYMENT DATE,YES for proportional and NO for discrete ,DIV VALUE,WEIGHT
Here is an example:
10/04/2012,10/04/2012,NO,1,
10/04/2013,10/04/2013,YES,1.5,
You can delete rows by entering then number of row to delete and click on “DELETE”. If you want to
delete all dates, the button “DELETE ALL” will do the trick.

EQUITY VOLATILITY SURFACES
Volatility smiles are implied volatility patterns that arise in pricing financial options. It corresponds to
finding one single parameter (implied volatility) that is needed to be modified for the Black–Scholes
formula to fit market prices. In particular for a given expiration, options whose strike price differs
substantially from the underlying asset's price command higher prices (and thus implied volatilities)
than what is suggested by standard option pricing models.
Two modes are available in Valometrics.com for volatility surfaces:
•

•

Sticky Strike: Some market players believe that when the stock/index moves, the volatility
skew for an option remains unchanged with strike. This behavior is referred to as the sticky
strike rule.
Sticky moneyness: There are some market players that tend to believe that the volatility
skew remains unchanged with moneyness. For example, let’s say that the implied volatility
for an ATM option is 30% with the index level being at 100. Now if the index declines to 90,
this rule would predict that the implied volatility for 90 strike option would now be 30%.
Hence the behavior is known as sticky moneyness. A reference spot should be defined in this
case.

We assume in this part that you know how to create a volatility surface under static data menu. So,
in order to fill the volatility surface with data, you should go to: VOLATILITY SURFACES/EQUITY
VOLATILITY SURFACES. You will get a screen similar to the picture below:

After selecting the equity and the volatility surface, you should click on “LOAD”.

You can then select the surface mode (sticky strike or moneyness) depending on your needs.
After that, you can fill the volatility surfaces. You have then two options for this:
•

•

Manually. You input the number of strikes and maturities to add. You click on “ADD”. A table
is then generated. Please note that the maturities can be defined as delays or dates. Both
are accepted.
You can also import a volatility surface from a CSV or TXT file. If you have already defined a
volatility surface on EXCEL. You only have to save it as a CSV file then import it. Below is an
example of CSV file:

Strikes/Mats,1M,3M,6M,9M,12M,18M
1308.00935,46.65,27.84,24.63,21.54,20.22,19.01
1438.810285,42.87,26.63,23.55,20.8,19.6,18.53
1569.61122,39.16,25.29,22.37,19.95,18.88,17.96
1700.412155,35.47,23.81,21.09,18.96,18.05,17.3
1831.21309,31.75,22.16,19.7,17.86,17.11,16.56
1962.014025,27.97,20.32,18.2,16.64,16.07,15.72
2092.81496,24.08,18.28,16.59,15.31,14.94,14.81
2223.615895,20.05,16.05,14.89,13.89,13.72,13.83
2354.41683,15.86,13.64,13.11,12.41,12.44,12.79
2485.217765,11.59,11.11,11.29,10.89,11.13,11.74
You can also plot your volatility surface to detect possible anomalies. For this purpose, you have to
click on “PLOT” button after you filled the volatility surface.

EQUITY VOLATILITY CALIBRATION
You can calibrate then export volatilities from market prices of European calls and puts by going to
VOLATILITY SURFACES/EQUITY VOLATILITY CALIBRATION.

First of all, you should select the instrument and the volatility group (created in STATIC
DATA/EQUITY VOLATILITY GROUP) then click on “LOAD”.

As you can see in “GENERAL DATA” tab, you have to define a set of global parameters that are used
for the calibration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calibration date: Date of publication of calls and puts prices.
Opt. market: Option’s market used for weekends and holidays definition.
Opt. payment delay: Delay between maturity and delivery.
Lot size: Number of options in one lot. Please note that calls/puts quotations should be the
prices per lot.
Vol. conv: Volatility convention.
Spot: the price of the underlying at the calibration date.
Instrument: Underlying label and settlement delay.
ZC Rate curve: You can specify the ZC rate curve to use for all the calibration process.
Otherwise, you should define the interest rate for each strike and maturity pillar.
IR. Conv: Interest rate convention.
Divs. Group: a dividend group can be specified for all options. Otherwise, you should input a
dividend yield for each row.
Div. Conv: Dividend yields convention.

You should then fill a number of specific parameters in the table to perform the calibration (either
by filling manually or by importing a CSV or TXT file):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C/P: Call or put.
Strike.
Maturity: Maturity of the option defined as delay or date.
Deliv.: Delivery of the option defined as delay or date.
Int. rate: Interest rate (disabled if you selected a rate curve in “General Data” tab).
Div. yield: Dividend yield (disabled if you selected a dividend group).
Lot Price: Price of one lot of calls/puts.

Once these parameters are specified for each row. You can click on “COMPUTE” to get the calibrated
volatilities by inverting the Black & Scholes formula. In addition, some other results are displayed:
•
•
•

Maturity date: Computed from Maturity Delay in case a delay has been specified and not a
date.
Delivery date: Computed from Delivery Delay in case a delay has been specified and not a
date.
Forward: A forward for each row is computed.

Please note that you can disable computation for some rows by unselecting them (first column
checkboxes).
Once the calibrated volatilities are computed, you can click on “EXPORT” to generate a volatility
surface that can be used to price products.
It is possible to click on a row (orange zone) to generate a Call/Put trade that contains the row
parameters. (Useful to check if the calibrated volatility is correct).
You can also plot the volatility surface after calibration by clicking on the button “PLOT”.
The following example gives you the format of accepted CSV or TXT files for import:
CALL;100;1D;2OD;2.1;1.1;2.1
PUT;101;1M;1OD;2.2;1.2;2.2

FOREX DATA
Forex data are separated into two types:
•
•

Market data that are observed in the market. You can get Forex rates directly from the
market.
Volatilities that are calibrated from European options or Risk reversals/Butterflies.

FOREX RATES
As we mentioned In the Forex rates groups section, the Forex rates screen allows you to define rates
for different dates or to define dates for future fixings (as needed for Asian options for example).
In this part, we suppose that you already know how to create a Forex rates group under: STATIC
DATA/FOREX RATES GROUPS.
In order to fill your Forex rates groups with data, you should go to: MARKET DATA/FOREX RATES
then select your currency pair and your rates group then click on “LOAD”:

As you can see in the picture above, there are three columns.
•
•

Date: Mandatory to save and use the prices group.
Rate: Optional. You can let it empty for future fixings.

•

Weight: Optional. Used for some exotic options for which we should apply different weights
on FX rates depending on dates.

You have then two ways to fill your group with dates:
•
•

Manually after you enter the number of rows to add and click on “ADD” button.
By importing a CSV or TXT file containing your dates and or rates.

In case you would like to import a file, the format should be the following:
DD/MM/YYYY,Rate
Here is an example:
10/04/2012,100
11/04/2012,100.5
You can of course plot the rates to detect anomalies in case there is huge number of dates in your
rates group.
Please don’t forget to select the rates type before saving. It’s useful when you retrieve rates at
trades level as you mention the type of rates to use (BID/ASK or MID).

You can delete rows by entering then number of row to delete and click on “DELETE”. If you want to
delete all dates, the button “DELETE ALL” will do the trick.

FOREX DELTA VOLATILITY SURFACES
Valometrics.com allows you to define and use delta volatility surfaces published by market data
providers for Forex derivatives. It can be done by going to VOLATILTY SURFACES/FOREX DELTA
VOLATILITY SURFACES.
Please note that SABR model is used for volatility calibration.

First of all, you should select the instrument and the volatility group (created in STATIC DATA/FOREX
VOLATILITY GROUP) then click on “LOAD”.
As you can see in “GENERAL DATA” tab, you have to define a set of global parameters that are used
for the calibration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horizon date: Date of publication of quotations.
Cur1 rate curve: Rate curve for currency1.
Cur1 IR. Conv.: Cur1 interest rate convention.
Cur2 rate curve: Rate curve for currency2.
Cur2 IR. Conv.: Cur2 interest rate convention.
Opt. market: Options market used for weekends and holidays definition.
Opt. payment delay: Delay between maturity and delivery.
Spot Bid/Ask: Spot Bid and Spot Ask.
Vol. Conv.: Volatility convention.

In “VOLATILITY SURFACE DETAILS” tab, you have to choose the mode of your volatility surface: Sticky
Delta or Sticky Strike. In addition, the ATM Strike computation mode should be defined:
•
•

Spot: The ATM strike is equal to the spot.
Forward: The ATM strike is equal to the forward.

•
•

Delta Neutral: The ATM strike is the strike for which the absolute delta values of a call and
the corresponding put are the same.
Delta Neutral P.A.: The ATM strike is the strike for which the premium adjusted delta values
of a call and the corresponding put are the same.

You can then choose the quoted products:
•
•

RR/BF: Risk Reversals and Butterflies.
Call/Put: In the money calls and puts.

After that, you have to specify if the Bid/Ask or Mid/Spread are quoted.
Once all these parameters are configured, you can add maturity pillars to the table by inputting the
number of maturity to add and checking the quoted deltas then click on add.
The first column in the table allows you to specify if deltas are spot delta or forward deltas (checked
for forward delta and unchecked for delta). The Second and the third columns contains respectively
the maturity delay or date and the delivery date or delay between maturity and option settlement.
You can then fill ATM volatilities and quotations for each maturity pillar.
In order to retrieve volatilities for each maturity pillar, SABR model is used. If you click on
“COMPUTE” after you input needed data, you will get (in blue background) the following outputs:
•
•
•
•

Forward: Computed using the rate curves and spot bid/ask.
ATM strike: Computed with regard to specified setting for ATM strike (spot, forward, delta
neutral or delta neutral P.A.).
Alpha, Nu, Rho: SABR model parameters.
Distance: Mean distance between quoted and SABR volatilities.

Please note that in SETTINGS screen, you can specify if you want to perform a general optimization
of SABR parameters or f you want to add a constraint to match ATM volatilities. In addition, you
have the possibility to use linear or flat mode for the extrapolation of volatilities for a given maturity.

Regarding the interpolation and extrapolation for Strikes, a linear mode is used (we are working on a
setting propose a cubic spline interpolation method).
After computing SABR parameters, you can plot your volatility surface by clicking on “PLOT” button.

Finally, in order to delete rows in the table, you can select the rows to delete (by checking the first
column) then click on “DELETE”.

FOREX VOLATILITY SURFACE
You can define a raw volatility surface for Forex products by inputting the volatilities for a set of
strikes and maturities.
The raw volatility surfaces in Valometrics.com are managed in “VOLATILITY SURFACES/FOREX
VOLATILITY SURFACES” screen.
The instructions for use are the same as for Equity volatility surfaces.

BASKETS DATA
In this section, we will see how to input data for baskets components and how to fill a correlation
matrix.

BASKETS DATA
In order to price basket products, one should input data corresponding to each one of the basket
components.
We assume in this part that you have already created a basket and a basket data group in static data
menu. So, to specify the basket components parameters, you should go to “BASKETS DATA” menu.
After you select the basket and the basket data group you created, you should click on “LOAD”. You
will get a table similar to the one below.

The table contains a row for each instrument in the basket. The first column contains the
instruments label with orange background for Equities and blue for currency pairs.
The four other columns are the following:

•
•
•
•

Prices/Rates: Spot price for equities and spot rate (Bid or Ask) for currency pairs. You can
input directly the spot in the upper cell or select a prices/rates group in the lower cell.
Interest rates/Dom rates: Zero coupon interest rate for equities and domestic zero coupon
rate for currency pairs. You can select a rate curve instead.
Dividends/For rate: Dividend yield for equities and swap points or ZC interest rate for foreign
currency. You can select a dividend group or a rate curve instead.
Volatility surfaces: Volatility of the basket component. You can select a volatility surface
instead.

Please note that if you input a value and select a group for the same parameter, the value will be
used for the pricing and not the group.
Once you specified all needed data, don’t forget to click on “SAVE” to submit. You can then use your
data group to price your basket products.

CORRELATIONS
In order to price almost all basket products, you need to define a correlation matrix that provides
the pricer with all correlations between basket components.
We suppose that you already know how to create a correlation matrix in static data menu. So, after
you create a correlation matrix, you should go to “CORRELATIONS” menu to input correlations.
In the first place, you should select your added correlation matrix then click on “LOAD”. It will load a
table that will contain correlations between your basket components.

You have two options to fill the correlation matrix:
•
•

Manually.
By import: You can import your correlation matrix from a CSV or TXT file. If you already have
your correlation matrix defined in EXCEL file with instruments labels. You only have to export
it as CSV file then import it in Valometrics.com. The following example gives you an idea of
what it looks like:

Correlations;DEFAULT EQUITY;EUR/CAD;EUR/USD;
DEFAULT EQUITY;1;0.22;0.22;
EUR/CAD;0.21;1;0.22
EUR/USD;0.11;0.11;1

After you input your correlation matrix, don’t forget to check its consistency by clicking on
“CONSISTENCY”. It will check if your matrix accepts the Cholesky decomposition used to generate
random correlated variables. Otherwise, your correlation matrix could not be used.
In case you matrix is not consistent, you can fix it by clicking on “FIX”. It will replace your matrix with
the closest one that accepts the Cholesky decomposition. The maximal distance between last and
new values will be provided after the fix.
You can then click on “SAVE” to submit.

EQUITY PRODUCTS
In this section, we will see how to take full advantage of pricing screens for different kinds of
products.

EUROPEAN OPTIONS
The payoff of a European Option is the following:

Where:
•
•
•

cp: 1 for Call and -1 for Put.
ST: The price of the underlying at maturity.
K: The strike value.

Below the definition of each parameter for Equity European options. The product is available in the
menu under “EQUITY PRODUCTS/EUROPEAN OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default

YES

NO

INSTRUMENT

Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes or
MonteCarlo for European Options
The underlying of the option contract

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

QUANTITY

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Quantity of the base product.

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

SPOT

NO

VOLATILITY SURFACE

Price of the underlying at pricing date. Could be imported
if a prices group is selected.
If selected. The price can be imported if there is a price
corresponding to the pricing date.
Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the forward
and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is selected,
this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
Dividend yield used for forward computation. If a
dividends group is selected this parameter is disabled.
Optional. Used to compute the forward. Discrete and
proportional dividends can be used.
Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking in import
Volatility surface of the underlying

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE

MODEL

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE

PRICES GROUP
INTEREST RATE

ZC RATE CURVE

DIVIDEND RATE
DIVIDENDS GROUP
VOLATILITY

NO
YES

NO

NO

NO

YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no
divs group
YES
NO

YES

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

DIGITAL OPTIONS
The payoff is defined in terms of the Heaviside ‘unit step’ function:

Which for Digital Option becomes:
Cash Call Option
Cash Put Option
Asset Call Option
Asset Put Option

Where:
•
•

ST: The price of the underlying at maturity.
K: The strike value.

Below the definition of each parameter for Equity Digital options. The product is available in the
menu under “EQUITY PRODUCTS/DIGITAL OPTIONS”:

Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

YES

INSTRUMENT

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes or
MonteCarlo for Digital Options
The underlying of the option contract

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

QUANTITY

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
To choose if a cash or assets are delivered at maturity if
the option is in the money
If Cash is checked: the amount of cash per basic product.
If Assets is checked: the number of assets per basic
product.
Quantity of the base product.

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

SPOT

Price of the underlying at pricing date. Could be imported
if a prices group is selected.
If selected. The price can be imported if there is a price
corresponding to the pricing date.
Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the forward
and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is selected,
this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
Dividend yield used for forward computation. If a
dividends group is selected this parameter is disabled.
Optional. Used to compute the forward. Discrete and
proportional dividends can be used.
Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking in import

NO

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE
CASH/ASSET
CASH AMOUNT/
NUMBER OF ASSETS

PRICES GROUP
INTEREST RATE

ZC RATE CURVE

DIVIDEND RATE
DIVIDENDS GROUP
VOLATILITY

NO
YES
ONO
NO

NO

NO
NO

NO

YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no
divs group
YES
NO

VOLATILITY SURFACE

Volatility surface of the underlying

YES

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

AMERICAN OPTIONS
The payoff of an American Option is the following:

Where:
•
•
•

cp: 1 for Call and -1 for Put.
St: The price of the underlying at the exercise date between trade date and maturity.
K: The strike value.

Below the definition of each parameter for Equity American options. The product is available in the
menu under “EQUITY PRODUCTS/AMERICAN OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. Binomial tree for
American Options.
The underlying of the option contract

YES

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL
INSTRUMENT

NO
YES
ONO
NO

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

QUANTITY

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Quantity of the base product.

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

OPTION EXERCISED

If the option was exercised. “YES“ checkbox should be
checked and the exercise date should be specified. Very
important for P&L computation.
Exercise date if the option was exercised.

NO

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE

EXERCISE DATE
SPOT

VOLATILITY SURFACE

Price of the underlying at pricing date. Could be imported
if a prices group is selected.
If selected. The price can be imported if there is a price
corresponding to the pricing date.
Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the forward
and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is selected,
this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
Dividend yield used for forward computation. If a
dividends group is selected this parameter is disabled.
Optional. Used to compute the forward. Discrete and
proportional dividends can be used.
Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking in import
Volatility surface of the underlying

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

PRICES GROUP
INTEREST RATE

ZC RATE CURVE

DIVIDEND RATE
DIVIDENDS GROUP
VOLATILITY

NO

NO

YES if not
exercised
NO
YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no
divs group
YES
NO

YES
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

BARRIER OPTIONS
A barrier option is an option that behaves like a regular option unless the underlying asset ś price
reaches a set barrier during the life of the option. The option has either a knock-in or a knock-out
feature. Knock-in means that the option is worthless unless the asset price reaches the barrier.
Knock-out means that the option becomes worthless as soon as the asset price reaches the barrier.
Up and down indicate the direction in which the barrier has to be crossed.

Below the definition of each parameter for Equity Barrier options. The product is available in the
menu under “EQUITY PRODUCTS/BARRIER OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

YES

INSTRUMENT

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by defaul
Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes or
MonteCarlo for Barrier Options.
The underlying of the option contract

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

NO
YES
ONO
NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

KNOCK TYPE

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
IN or OUT.

BARRIER LEVEL

UP or DOWN.

NO

QUANTITY

Quantity of the base product.

NO

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

BARRIER TOUCHED

NO

BARRIER TOUCH DATE

Check yes if the barrier was touched before the pricing
date
Date when the barrier was touched.

BARRIER VALUE

The underlying barrier price.

SPOT

NO

VOLATILITY SURFACE

Price of the underlying at pricing date. Could be imported
if a prices group is selected.
If selected. The price can be imported if there is a price
corresponding to the pricing date.
Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the forward
and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is selected,
this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
Dividend yield used for forward computation. If a
dividends group is selected this parameter is disabled.
Optional. Used to compute the forward. Discrete and
proportional dividends can be used.
Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking in import
Volatility surface of the underlying

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE

PRICES GROUP
INTEREST RATE

ZC RATE CURVE

DIVIDEND RATE
DIVIDENDS GROUP
VOLATILITY

NO

NO

YES if not
touched
NO

YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no
divs group
YES
NO

YES

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

ASIAN OPTIONS
There are four kinds of Asian options in valometrics.com:
•
•

Call or Put
Arithmetic or Geometric average

The average price is used in place of the underlying price. The arithmetic average corresponds to:

And the geometric average :

Where :
•
•

ti : fixing date number i.
N : total number of fixings.

The payoff of the option can be written as:
For Arithmetic Asian options
For Geometric Asian options.

Below the definition of each parameter for Equity Asian options. The product is available in the
menu under “EQUITY PRODUCTS/ASIAN OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

YES

INSTRUMENT

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes or
MonteCarlo for Asian Options
The underlying of the option contract

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

QUANTITY

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Arithmetic or Geometric average used for the payoff
computation.
A prices group should be selected to define fixings dates
and fixings prices for past dates.
Quantity of the base product.

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

SPOT

Price of the underlying at pricing date. Could be imported
if a prices group is selected.
If selected. The price can be imported if there is a price
corresponding to the pricing date.
Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the forward
and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is selected,
this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
Dividend yield used for forward computation. If a
dividends group is selected this parameter is disabled.
Optional. Used to compute the forward. Discrete and
proportional dividends can be used.

NO

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE
AVERAGE TYPE
FIXINGS

PRICES GROUP
INTEREST RATE

ZC RATE CURVE

DIVIDEND RATE
DIVIDENDS GROUP

NO
YES
ONO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO

YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no
divs group
YES

VOLATILITY

NO

VOLATILITY SURFACE

Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking in import
Volatility surface of the underlying

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

YES

VARIANCE SWAPS
The payoff of a variance swap is calculated as:

(

2
payoff = N .10 4 .  R − K vol
2

Where:

σR

: The realized volatility during the life of the contract.

Kvol : The volatilty strike experessed in annualized volatility.
N

: The Variance amount.

The realized volatility is computed using the formula below:

f n −1  S ti +1
 =
 ln
n − 1 i =1  S ti
2
e

Where:
f: the frequency (usually equal to 252).
n: The total number of fixings.
Si: The price of the underlying at fixing data number I.
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)

Below the definition of each parameter for Equity Variance Swaps. The product is available in the
menu under “EQUITY PRODUCTS/VARIANCE SWAPS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Number of lots as mentioned in the contract. 1 by default

YES

NO

INSTRUMENT

Model used to price the swap. Replication model is used
for variance swaps.
The underlying of the swap contract

OBS. START DATE

The start date of fixings.

NO

OBS. END DATE

The end date of fixings.

NO

FREQUENCY

NO

DELIVERY DATE

The annual frequency of fixings. 252 for almost all
variance swaps contracts.
Date when the payoff is paid.

VEGA OR VARIANCE
AMOUNT

Either variance or vega notional. Used to compute the
number of units: N_var=N_vega/2*strike

NO

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

NO
YES

NO

NO

VEGA/VARIANCE
AMOUNT

The notional expressed in vega or variance depending on
the last setting.

NO

VOLATILITY STRIKE

NO

VOLATILITY SURFACE

The strike of the swap expressed in terms of volatility.
The variance strike is then the square of vol strike.
A prices group should be selected if there are fixings
which are interior to the pricing date.
The total number of fixings between the observation start
date and the observation end date.
Price of the underlying at pricing date. Could be imported
if a prices group is selected.
If selected. The price can be imported if there is a price
corresponding to the pricing date.
Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the forward
and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is selected,
this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
Dividend yield used for forward computation. If a
dividends group is selected this parameter is disabled.
Optional. Used to compute the forward. Discrete and
proportional dividends can be used.
Volatility surface of the underlying

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

PAST FIXINGS
TOTAL NB OF FIXINGS
SPOT
PRICES GROUP
INTEREST RATE

ZC RATE CURVE

DIVIDEND RATE
DIVIDENDS GROUP

YES if no
past fixings
NO
NO
YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no
divs group
YES
NO

There is an important setting for the pricing of variance swaps which is the number of standard
deviation (NSD). You can choose a value for this setting between zero and 10. It is used to compute
the upper and lower bounds for the replication integral.

FOREX PRODUCTS
In this section, we will see how to take full advantage of pricing screens for different kinds of
products.

EUROPEAN OPTIONS
The payoff of a European Option is the following:

Where:
•
•
•

cp: 1 for Call and -1 for Put.
ST: The rate of the currency pair at maturity.
K: The strike value.

Below the definition of each parameter for Forex European options. The product is available in the
menu under “FOREX PRODUCTS/EUROPEAN OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default.
Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes or
MonteCarlo for European Options
The underlying of the option contract

YES

The type of the option: Call CUR1/Put CUR2 or CALL
CUR2/PUT CUR1
Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Nominal expressed in CUR1 or CUR2.

NO

YES if Strike
entered

STRIKE

Delta of the option. If a delta is specified, the strike field
is disabled. After the pricing, the corresponding strike is
computed. Four types of delta are available:
• SPOT.
• FORWARD
• SPOT PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
• FORWARD PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
Strike of the option.

BID/ASK

BID or ASK rate is used to compute the underlying rate.

YES if delta
is entered.
NO

SPOT

The underlying’s rate at the pricing date.

NO

RATES GROUP

If selected. The spot can be imported if there is a rate
corresponding to the pricing date.
CUR1 Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the
forward and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is
selected, this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
You can choose between swap points or CUR2 ZC interest
rate. If you don’t own a swap point, you can select a
CUR2 rate curve to compute the forward.
Used to compute the forward. If a ZC Rate curve is
selected. Both Swap Points and CUR2 Interest Rate fields
are disabled.

YES

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL
CURRENCY PAIR
CALL/PUT
TRADE DATE

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE
NOMINAL
DELTA

CUR1 INTEREST RATE

CUR1 ZC RATE CURVE

SWAP POINTS/ CUR2
INTEREST RATE
CUR2 ZC RATE CURVE

NO
YES
NO
NO

NO

NO

NO

NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

VOLATILITY

PORTFOLIO

Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking on import
Volatility surface of the underlying. Can be delta or raw
surface.
Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

VOLATILITY SURFACE

NO

YES
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

DIGITAL OPTIONS
The payoff is defined in terms of the Heaviside ‘unit step’ function:

Which for Digital Option becomes:
Cash Call Option
Cash Put Option
Asset Call Option
Asset Put Option
Where:
•
•

ST: The rate of the currency pair at maturity.
K: The strike value.

Below the definition of each parameter for Forex Digital options. The product is available in the
menu under “FOREX PRODUCTS/DIGITAL OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

YES

CURRENCY PAIR

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes or
MonteCarlo for DIgital Options
The underlying of the option contract

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: CALL or PUT.

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Amount to be paid if the option is in the money.

NO

YES if Strike
entered

STRIKE

Delta of the option. If a delta is specified, the strike field
is disabled. After the pricing, the corresponding strike is
computed. Four types of delta are available:
• SPOT.
• FORWARD
• SPOT PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
• FORWARD PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
Strike of the option.

BID/ASK

BID or ASK rate is used to compute the underlying rate.

YES if delta
is entered.
NO

SPOT

The underlying’s rate at the pricing date.

NO

RATES GROUP

If selected. The spot can be imported if there is a rate
corresponding to the pricing date.
CUR1 Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the
forward and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is
selected, this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
You can choose between swap points or CUR2 ZC interest
rate. If you don’t own a swap point, you can select a
CUR2 rate curve to compute the forward.
Used to compute the forward. If a ZC Rate curve is
selected. Both Swap Points and CUR2 Interest Rate fields
are disabled.

YES

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE
CASH AMOUNT
DELTA

CUR1 INTEREST RATE

CUR1 ZC RATE CURVE

SWAP POINTS/ CUR2
INTEREST RATE
CUR2 ZC RATE CURVE

NO
YES
NO
NO

NO

NO

NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

VOLATILITY

PORTFOLIO

Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking on import
Volatility surface of the underlying. Can be delta or raw
surface.
Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

VOLATILITY SURFACE

NO

YES
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

AMERICAN OPTIONS
The payoff of an American Option is the following:

Where:
•
•
•

cp: 1 for Call and -1 for Put.
St: The rate of the currency pair at the exercise date between trade date and maturity.
K: The strike value.

Below the definition of each parameter for Forex American Options. The product is available in the
menu under “FOREX PRODUCTS/AMERICAN OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default.
Model used to price the option. Binomial Tree for
American Options.
The underlying of the option contract

YES

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL
CURRENCY PAIR

NO
YES
NO
NO

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call CUR1/Put CUR2 or CALL
CUR2/PUT CUR1
Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Nominal expressed in CUR1 or CUR2.

NO

YES if Strike
entered

STRIKE

Delta of the option. If a delta is specified, the strike field
is disabled. After the pricing, the corresponding strike is
computed. Four types of delta are available:
• SPOT.
• FORWARD
• SPOT PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
• FORWARD PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
Strike of the option.

BID/ASK

BID or ASK rate is used to compute the underlying rate.

OPTION EXERCISED

EXERCISE DATE

If the option was exercised. Yes should be checked and
the exercise date should be entered. Very important for
P&L computation.
Exercise date if the option was exercised.

SPOT

The underlying’s rate at the pricing date.

RATES GROUP

If selected. The spot can be imported if there is a rate
corresponding to the pricing date.
CUR1 Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the
forward and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is
selected, this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
You can choose between swap points or CUR2 ZC interest
rate. If you don’t own a swap point, you can select a
CUR2 rate curve to compute the forward.
Used to compute the forward. If a ZC Rate curve is
selected. Both Swap Points and CUR2 Interest Rate fields
are disabled.
Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking on import
Volatility surface of the underlying. Can be delta or raw
surface.

TRADE DATE

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE
NOMINAL
DELTA

CUR1 INTEREST RATE

CUR1 ZC RATE CURVE

SWAP POINTS/ CUR2
INTEREST RATE
CUR2 ZC RATE CURVE

VOLATILITY

VOLATILITY SURFACE

NO

NO

NO

YES if delta
is entered.
NO
NO

YES if no
exercise
NO
YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO

YES

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

BARRIER OPTIONS
A barrier option is an option that behaves like a regular option unless the underlying currency pair’s
rate reaches a set barrier during the life of the option. The option has either a knock-in or a knockout feature. Knock-in means that the option is worthless unless the underlying’s rate reaches the
barrier. Knock-out means that the option becomes worthless as soon as the underlying’s rate
reaches the barrier. Up and down indicate the direction in which the barrier has to be crossed.

Below the definition of each parameter for Forex Barrier Options. The product is available in the
menu under “FOREX PRODUCTS/BARRIER OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. Binomial Tree for
American Options.
The underlying of the option contract

YES

The type of the option: Call CUR1/Put CUR2 or CALL
CUR2/PUT CUR1

NO

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL
CURRENCY PAIR
CALL/PUT

NO
YES
NO
NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

KNOCK TYPE

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
IN or OUT.

BARRIER LEVEL

UP or DOWN.

NO

NOMINAL

Nominal expressed in CUR1 or CUR2.

NO

DELTA

YES if Strike
entered

STRIKE

Delta of the option. If a delta is specified, the strike field
is disabled. After the pricing, the corresponding strike is
computed. Four types of delta are available:
• SPOT.
• FORWARD
• SPOT PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
• FORWARD PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
Strike of the option.

BARRIER VALUE

The barrier rate.

BARRIER TOUCHED/
TOUCH DATE

If the barrier was touched before the pricing date. YES
should be checked and the touch date should be entered.
Very important for the P&L computation.
BID or ASK rate is used to compute the underlying rate.

NO if barrier
touched

NO

EXERCISE DATE

If the option was exercised. Yes should be checked and
the exercise date should be entered. Very important for
P&L computation.
Exercise date if the option was exercised.

SPOT

The underlying’s rate at the pricing date.

RATES GROUP

If selected. The spot can be imported if there is a rate
corresponding to the pricing date.
CUR1 Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the
forward and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is
selected, this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
You can choose between swap points or CUR2 ZC interest
rate. If you don’t own a swap point, you can select a
CUR2 rate curve to compute the forward.

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE

BID/ASK
OPTION EXERCISED

CUR1 INTEREST RATE

CUR1 ZC RATE CURVE

SWAP POINTS/ CUR2
INTEREST RATE

NO

NO

YES if delta
is entered.
NO

NO

YES if no
exercise
NO
YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no ZC
rate curve

CUR2 ZC RATE CURVE

PORTFOLIO

Used to compute the forward. If a ZC Rate curve is
selected. Both Swap Points and CUR2 Interest Rate fields
are disabled.
Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking on import
Volatility surface of the underlying. Can be delta or raw
surface.
Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

VOLATILITY

VOLATILITY SURFACE

YES

NO

YES
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

ASIAN OPTIONS
There are four kinds of Asian options in Valometrics.com:
•
•

Call or Put
Arithmetic or Geometric average

The average rate is used in place of the underlying rate. The arithmetic average corresponds to:

And the geometric average :

Where :
•
•

ti : fixing date number i.
N : total number of fixings.

The payoff of the option can be written as:
For Arithmetic Asian options
For Geometric Asian options.

Below the definition of each parameter for Forex Asian Options. The product is available in the menu
under “FOREX PRODUCTS/ASIAN OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes or
MonteCarlo for Asian Options.
The underlying of the option contract

YES

The type of the option: Call CUR1/Put CUR2 or CALL
CUR2/PUT CUR1
Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
ARITHMETIC or GEOMETRIC Average. Used for payoff
computation.
A prices group should be selected to define fixings dates
and fixings prices for past dates.
Nominal expressed in CUR1 or CUR2.

NO

YES if Strike
entered

STRIKE

Delta of the option. If a delta is specified, the strike field
is disabled. After the pricing, the corresponding strike is
computed. Four types of delta are available:
• SPOT.
• FORWARD
• SPOT PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
• FORWARD PREMIUM ADJUSTED.
Strike of the option.

BID/ASK

BID or ASK rate is used to compute the underlying rate.

YES if delta
is entered.
NO

SPOT

The underlying’s rate at the pricing date.

NO

RATES GROUP

If selected. The spot can be imported if there is a rate
corresponding to the pricing date.

YES

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL
CURRENCY PAIR
CALL/PUT
TRADE DATE

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE
AVERAGE TYPE
FIXINGS
NOMINAL
DELTA

NO
YES
NO
NO

NO

NO

NO
NO
NO

CUR1 INTEREST RATE

PORTFOLIO

CUR1 Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the
forward and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is
selected, this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.
You can choose between swap points or CUR2 ZC interest
rate. If you don’t own a swap point, you can select a
CUR2 rate curve to compute the forward.
Used to compute the forward. If a ZC Rate curve is
selected. Both Swap Points and CUR2 Interest Rate fields
are disabled.
Volatility of the underlying. If a vol surface is selected,
you can retrieve an interpolated/extrapolated vol by
clicking on import
Volatility surface of the underlying. Can be delta or raw
surface.
Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

CUR1 ZC RATE CURVE

SWAP POINTS/ CUR2
INTEREST RATE
CUR2 ZC RATE CURVE

VOLATILITY

VOLATILITY SURFACE

NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

NO

YES
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

VARIANCE SWAPS
The payoff of a variance swap is calculated as:

(

2
payoff = N .10 4 .  R − K vol
2

Where:

σR

: The realized volatility during the life of the contract.

Kvol : The volatilty strike experessed in annualized volatility.
N

: The Variance amount.

The realized volatility is computed using the formula below:

f n −1  S ti +1
 =
 ln
n − 1 i =1  S ti
2
e

Where:
f: the frequency (usually equal to 252).
n: The total number of fixings.
Si: The rate of the currency pair at fixing date number I.






2

)

Below the definition of each parameter for Forex Variance Swaps. The product is available in the
menu under “FOREX PRODUCTS/VARIANCE SWAPS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

YES

CURRENCY PAIR

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the swap. Replication model is used
for variance swaps.
The underlying currency pair of the swap contract

OBS. START DATE

The start date of fixings.

NO

OBS. END DATE

The end date of fixings.

NO

FREQUENCY

NO

DELIVERY DATE

The annual frequency of fixings. 252 for almost all
variance swaps contracts.
Date when the payoff is paid.

VEGA OR VARIANCE
AMOUNT

Either variance or vega notional. Used to compute the
number of units: N_var=N_vega/2*strike

NO

VEGA/VARIANCE
AMOUNT

The notional expressed in vega or variance depending on
the last setting.

NO

VOLATILITY STRIKE

The strike of the swap expressed in terms of volatility.
The variance strike is then the square of vol strike.
A prices group should be selected if there are fixings
which are interior to the pricing date.
The total number of fixings between the observation start
date and the observation end date.
Price of the underlying at pricing date. Could be imported
if a prices group is selected.
If selected. The spot can be imported if there is a rate
corresponding to the pricing date.
CUR1 Zero Coupon interest rate. Used to compute the
forward and for discounting purpose. If ZC rate curve is
selected, this parameter is disabled.
Used to compute forward and for discounting purpose.
Dates and rates for discounting and forward computation
may differ.

NO

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

PAST FIXINGS
TOTAL NB OF FIXINGS
SPOT
RATES GROUP
CUR1 INTEREST RATE

CUR1 ZC RATE CURVE

NO
YES
NO
NO

NO

YES if no
past fixings
NO
NO
YES
NO if no ZC
rate curve
YES

SWAP POINTS/ CUR2
INTEREST RATE

NO if no ZC
rate curve

VOLATILITY SURFACE

You can choose between swap points or CUR2 ZC interest
rate. If you don’t own a swap point, you can select a
CUR2 rate curve to compute the forward.
Used to compute the forward. If a ZC Rate curve is
selected. Both Swap Points and CUR2 Interest Rate fields
are disabled.
Volatility surface of the underlying

PORTFOLIO

Portfolio of the trade.

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

CUR2 ZC RATE CURVE

YES

NO

There is an important setting for the pricing of variance swaps which is the number of standard
deviation (NSD). You can choose a value for this setting between zero and 10. It is used to compute
the upper and lower bounds for the replication integral.

BASKET PRODUCTS
In this section, we will see how to take full advantage of pricing screens for different kinds of
products.

BASKET OPTIONS
The payoff of basket options in valometrics.com can be written as:

Where:
cp: 1 for call and -1 for put.
wi: The weight of the component i.
Si(T): The price/rate of the component I at maturity date.
K: The strike of the basket option.

Below the definition of each parameter for Basket options. The product is available in the menu
under “BASKET PRODUCTS/BASKET OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

YES

BASKET LABEL

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. Black & Scholes for
Basket options.
The underlying basket of the option contract

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

NOTIONAL

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Notional amount.

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

BASKET DATA GROUP

The basket data group contains all data needed for each
one of the components of the basket:
• Spots
• Interest rates/Dividends
• Volatilities
After selecting the prices group, you should click on
“LOAD” to import all needed data at the pricer level.
The ZC rate used to discount the premium

NO

Used for discounting purpose.

YES

CORRELATION MATRIX After selecting the basket. All correlation matrices that
contains the components of the basket are proposed.
PORTFOLIO
Portfolio of the trade.

NO

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE

DISCOUNTING
INTEREST RATE
ZC RATE CURVE

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

NO
YES
NO
NO

NO

NO

NO if no ZC
curve

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

WORST-OF OPTIONS
The payoff of the worst-of option is the following:

Where:
cp: 1 for call and -1 for put.
wi: The weight of the component i.
Si(T): The price/rate of the component I at maturity date.
K: The strike of the basket option.

Below the definition of each parameter for Basket worst-of options. The product is available in the
menu under “BASKET PRODUCTS/WORST-OF OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default
Model used to price the option. MonteCarlo for Basket
Worst-of Options.

YES

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE
MODEL

NO
YES
NO

BASKET LABEL

The underlying basket of the option contract

NO

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

NOTIONAL

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Notional amount.

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

BASKET DATA GROUP

The basket data group contains all data needed for each
one of the components of the basket:
• Spots
• Interest rates/Dividends
• Volatilities
After selecting the prices group, you should click on
“LOAD” to import all needed data at the pricer level.
The ZC rate used to discount the premium

NO

Used for discounting purpose.

YES

CORRELATION MATRIX After selecting the basket. All correlation matrices that
contains the components of the basket are proposed.
PORTFOLIO
Portfolio of the trade.

NO

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE

DISCOUNTING
INTEREST RATE
ZC RATE CURVE

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

NO

NO

NO if no ZC
curve

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

BEST-OF OPTIONS
The payoff of the best-of option can be written as:

Where:
cp: 1 for call and -1 for put.
wi: The weight of the component i.
Si(T): The price/rate of the component I at maturity date.
K: The strike of the basket option.

Below the definition of each parameter for Basket best-of options. The product is available in the
menu under “BASKET PRODUCTS/BEST-OF OPTIONS”:
Parameter

Definition

Optional

PRICING DATE

Date when you want to price your trade

NO

OPT. MARKET

Underlying market (if empty Saturday, Sunday for
weekends and no holidays)
Delay between the payment and the effective start of the
option. 0OD by default
Represents the total number of contracts contained in
one derivative security. 1 by default

YES

OPT. PAYMENT DELAY
LOT SIZE

NO
YES

MODEL

NO

BASKET LABEL

Model used to price the option. MonteCarlo for Basket
Best-of Options.
The underlying basket of the option contract

CALL/PUT

The type of the option: Call or Put

NO

TRADE DATE

Date when the option starts as mentioned in the
contract.
The P&L is equal to zero before the trade date
Date when the payoff is calculated

NO

NO

NOTIONAL

Date when the payoff is paid. Usually 2OD after the
maturity.
Notional amount.

STRIKE

Strike of the option

NO

BASKET DATA GROUP

The basket data group contains all data needed for each
one of the components of the basket:
• Spots
• Interest rates/Dividends
• Volatilities
After selecting the prices group, you should click on
“LOAD” to import all needed data at the pricer level.
The ZC rate used to discount the premium

NO

Used for discounting purpose.

YES

CORRELATION MATRIX After selecting the basket. All correlation matrices that
contains the components of the basket are proposed.
PORTFOLIO
Portfolio of the trade.

NO

MATURITY
DELIVERY DATE

DISCOUNTING
INTEREST RATE
ZC RATE CURVE

TRADE LABEL

Trade label used to identify the trade

BUY/SELL

Long or short the trade. Important for P&L computation.

BUY/SELL PRICE

The price on which the contract was bought or sold.

TRADE CURRENCY

The currency of the price of the trade.

NO

NO

NO

NO if no ZC
curve

YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
YES to price
and NO to
save trade
NO

BOOKMARK SCREEN
Bookmark screen available in the menu under “BOOKMARK” summarizes all needed information
regarding the trades’ management. A table containing all the important parameters is provided.

Actually, each time you save a trade, this one is available in the bookmark screen, you can then click
on compute to get the following metrics:
•
•
•
•
•

Status of the trade.
Premium
P&L (Displayed in Red if unrealized and not sure, Orange if unrealized and sure like between
maturity and delivery date for European options. Green if realized).
Daily P&L
Delta Cash.

In addition, you can click on the trade you are interested in. Then a new tab is opened with all
information about this trade.
A filter also is available in order to compute all mentioned metrics for a subset of trades.
You can combine many filters to see the impact of a certain set of trades on the global portfolio.
Below are the available filters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade Description
Trade Id
Portfolio
BUY/SELL
Trade Currency
Category (Equity, Forex or Basket)
CALL/PUT/NONE

•
•
•
•
•

Product
Market
Instrument
Status
Selected (you can select some trades from different portfolio)

In order to load trades in Bookmark Screen, you should select a portfolio then click on “LOAD”. If no
portfolio was selected, it will load all trades saved in your account.
After loading trades, you apply a filter if need be then press “COMPUTE” to get all metrics regarding
displayed trades.
You can delete a set of trades by selecting them (a checkbox is available in the first column for each
trade) then clicking on “DELETE”.
Not to mention that you can do structuration by giving the same trade label for different trades then
filtering on this label. The total premium and the total P&L will correspond to premium and P&L of
the structured product.

